INTEGRATED STRUCTURAL STEEL PLANTS
TEST FACILITIES / SPECIAL PROJECTS
Based on many years of experience in delivering major projects in collaboration with technology partners, MCE has specialized in the realization of highly complex test facility centers.

MCE offers its customers the complete range of a fully operational test center including all the necessary auxiliary facilities and depending on customer requirements also the required infrastructure and of course the very heart of the test center - the test system itself.

MCE has demonstrated its expertise in particular in the completion of climatic wind tunnels and test centers for the automotive and railway industry.

As a full-service general contractor, MCE offers individual solutions in system installation, from design to the successful final acceptance by the customer.

We draw on many years of experience in project management, the integration of system-related subsystems and components. With our background of expertise in steelwork and mechanics we deliver complete projects with individual requirements under the following premises:

- EPC-Contracting - Engineering, procurement, manufacturing and assembly all from one supplier
- Partnership-based customer relationship in the project development and completion
- Flexible adaptation to the specific project requirements
- Use of the latest technologies and intelligent solutions
- Life-cycle management
- Production line optimization
- Individualized financing models
- Production logistics